Files in the ProKnow knowledgebase were derived from the SWISS-PROT.GOA file. For example, in the SWISS-PROT_FASTA file, which was used to compile PSI-BLAST query database, only those sequences which had annotation in SWISS-PROT.GOA were taken. Similarly, all motifs culled from sequences present in SWISS-PROT.GOA were used to construct the GOPROSITE database. Knowledgebase A is normally used by ProKnow; knowledgebase B was used during evaluation on test set B.
tures. In this knowledgebase, each protein feature is profiles for the query protein. The functions in the mapped profiles that are linked to most protein features associated with all potential functions (Table 1) . We call the collection of functions associated with a protein are then culled and weighted by Bayes' theorem (Pitman, 1997) for functional assignments using Gene Onfeature an annotation profile (Supplemental Table S1 ). When a protein is submitted to ProKnow (Figure 1 rived from the protein features that were used to calcu- was not dependent on either ER or CC values. The DAG structure of the GO dictionary allows quan-(DAG) (explained in Supplemental Figure S1A ). The GO titative interpretation of the precision of each assignfunction can be of two types, molecular function or a ment of a GO term. To make this quantification, a GO biological process. A "molecular function" is defined term and all its parent terms need to be drawn as a as what a protein does at the biochemical level, while DAG based on the relationships described by the GO "biological process" refers to a biological objective to dictionary. We call this DAG of the GO term and its parwhich a protein contributes. The description level of the ent terms a PDAG. All GO terms in the PDAG of the assigned GO function is quantified by the ontology assignment and the PDAG of the PDB annotation can depth (from 1 = general to 9 = specific). Jackknife tests then be compared by pairwise matching. For no matchon ProKnow show about 85% correct assignments at ing GO terms between the PDAGs, an assignment is ontology depth 1 and 40% at depth 9, with 93% covermarked false positive (FP zyme / hydrolase / ATPase:: n / n + m / n + m + (ER), and clue count (CC). BW indicates the probability p, where n is the maximum number of edges connectof the function (represented by GO term) based on the ing enzyme from the root term [GO:0003674 for molecuprotein features; BW ranges from 0 to 1. ER is a mealar function], and m and p for enzyme to hydrolase and sure of the quality of the assigned GO terms based on hydrolase to ATPase, respectively). To quantify the rank the averaged rank of the evidence code of GO terms of performance ranging from total failure (value = 0) to used for the GO assignments; ER ranges from 0 (best) a complete success (value = 1), we defined another parameter called assignment specificity [TP/(TP+FP)]. to 6 (worst) ( Table 2) . CC is the number of weights de- Set A has all categories of annotation, while set B excluded electronically evidenced ones. The electronic annotations are a majority in the knowledgebase and are less reliable.
The overall ProKnow performance was assessed based on the variation of the assignment specificities at various ontology depths. The ability of ProKnow to make useful annotations can be judged from variation of assignment specificity with ontology depths (Figure 2A ). Eighty-nine percent of PDAG assignments have at least one GO term match with annotated PDAGs. As we go down the ontology depths, the specificity decreases sharply to around 0.6 for depth 2 and to around 0.4 for depth 9. A deep assignment is more difficult, as is evident from the general DAG structure for all ontologies (Supplemental Figure  S1B) . The repeat analysis with set B shows a similar distribution. The assignment specificity is diminished due to the smaller size of the ProKnow knowledgebase used for querying set B compared to set A. That the assignment specificity of ProKnow is not significantly diminished with increasing ontology depths is evident from the nonexponential nature of the specificity curve in Figure 2A .
A receiver-operator plot allows us to estimate the efficacy of various BWs in filtering out false assignments. In Figure of the curves for all ontology depths are very steep, indicating rapid increase in filtering power with increasing BWs. However, the decrease in the slope for lower BWs evident for depths 2-9 suggests considerable decrease in filtering efficiency at lower BWs. This is due to the larger number of assignments that must be screened at lower BWs compared to higher BWs. The larger number of assignments at lower BWs can be rationalized from the average number (w6) of assignments per protein in the test set (Table 3) : because the sum of the assigned BWs is restricted to 1, the distribution of the BWs is therefore more often restricted to lower values for proteins with higher numbers of assignments.
The fraction of GO terms in the PDAGs of the original PDB annotations recovered by ProKnow gives an estimate of the coverage achieved ( Figure 2C ). The plot shows 93% correct coverage for at least one match for rithm is able to recover correctly a large majority of the original PDB annotations.
We also evaluated how many times ProKnow as-CC > 4), the coverage is around 50%, which is compasigned precisely the same GO term to a protein as in rable to HMM and better than BLAST. Currently, an the database, and if it did not, by how many edges it HMM-based search on the TB genome using PFAM-B erred in the PDAG ( Figure 2D factor biosynthesis (GO:0006777) to 17 assigned genes from TB (Table 4 ). The genes shown in bold in Table 4 RIGOR (Kleywegt, 1999) was turned off in absence of three-dimensional coordinates, lowering the maximum matched linkage method assignments. Of the unmarked genes, three genes (Rv0438c, Rv0866, and CC value by 2. As the majority of the genes in the TB genome lack functional annotation, the ProKnow asRv3323c) were assigned at high levels of confidence (BW R 0.4 and CC R 4). Their functions were also subsignments could not be evaluated directly. ProKnow assigned at least one functional term to 97% of the genes stantiated through COG database searches and annotations derived through BLAST. Only two functionally at various confidence levels (Figure 3) . If we look at assignments that are reasonably accurate (BW R 0.4 and linked genes predicted by linkage methods (Rv3116 interpreting protein features from sequences and strucmetaserver strategies have been used, but our approach differs by implementing a knowledgebase of antures. Most servers that annotate protein function do so on the basis of homology, which has commonly been notation profiles coupled with Bayesian scoring. The combined advantage of using the GO term profiles for interpreted for similarity in function. Of the few "function" annotating servers, Protfun (Jensen et al., 2003) protein features and Bayes' theorem extends the coverage on assigning function beyond what is currently takes sequences alone and predicts for probability among 14 broad functional classes, such as transporavailable. The capability of ProKnow is highlighted by its effiter, growth factors, transcription factors, etc. Another sequence-based server, Wilma (Prilc et al., 2004) , has cient annotation performance and ability to distinguish enzyme-nonenzyme pairs despite obvious similarities somewhat similar goals but is implemented using a different algorithm. For both of these servers, as for ours, in sequence and structure between the homologous We have used the SWISS-PROT.GOA file from GO website (http:// www.geneontology.org) as our master file. The file contains GO
